Barcroft Primary School: Creative Curriculum
2020- 2021

Barcroft School Curriculum
Intent:
To ensure that pupils develop knowledge and skills in line with EYFS objectives.
That pupils’ skills and knowledge will be developed year on year during their time at Barcroft through
following the specific curriculum designed for our school.
Implementation:
The curriculum is taught following the EYFS objectives in sequences of lessons which allow pupils to build
knowledge, and to develop and apply skills. Topic areas begin with a Big Question to explore and end with
mastery. The curriculum is assessed formatively and summatively, for example during lessons, at the end
of a lesson, at the end of a unit of work and at the end of each half term and term.
Impact:
Books (both individual and class) show the skills gained by pupils across school. Pupil voice interviews are
used to gauge the progress made in pupils’ knowledge and understanding. Senior and Middle Leaders
assess the impact of the curriculum every term. At the end of the year, impact is evaluated to inform
planning and in order to make beneficial changes for the following year.

NURSERY
Term
Autumn 1

PSED
C&L
Me, Myself and I

PD

EAD

UW

LITERACY

MATHS

OUTDOOR

Starting Nursery is an exciting time for our children. The first half term will focus on setting class rules and behaviour
expectations. Routines will be established quickly in order to support transition and readiness for learning. Through
the topic ‘Me, Myself and I’, the children will explore themselves, their senses, and their bodies. This will be led
through a range of texts including ‘We Are All Different’, ‘Owl Babies’ and ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’. Through
these stories, the children will learn about differences between each other and families. They will also take part in
food tasting sessions and will be given opportunities to explore their senses. Language acquisition and oracy will be a
priority in order to develop children’s speech and language. The focus will be on introducing children to new
vocabulary, modelling how to speak in sentences and answer questions, and also supporting them with pronunciation
of words and phrases. Children will also learn a number of nursery rhymes and songs linked to the topic in order to
further support their language development.
This half term will also focus on key PSED skills. Staff prioritise behaviour rules and model how to share and take turns
with others. Children are taught how to make friends and how to be a good friend. This is all interweaved around the
focus story. Children are also introduced to the RML programme through distinguishing between different sounds and
noises. Children use instruments and discuss how they sound different. They are then taught the first set of speed
sounds and then those who are ready, will begin to learn the skills of blending and segmenting. There will also be lots
of opportunities for mark making and writing letters using different types of media.
Key vocabulary: friend, family, mom, dad, brother, sister, me, body, share, behaviour, take turns, yes, no, stop, help,
sing, sign, story, rhyme, book, bear, girl, boy, woods, house, good, wrong.
Makaton:

Yes

No

Friend

Me

Help

Book

Bear

House

Stop

Toilet

Behaviour
rules.
Circle time –
taking turns,
talking to
partners.
Introduce
Makaton signs
– yes, no, stop,
help, toilet.
I can play next
to other
children. I can
go and play by
myself or with
other children.
I can play turn
taking games. I
can go and
play with new
toys by myself.
I can pretend
toys are
something
else. I can try
to do things for
myself. I am
aware of
different
emotions. I
understand the
word ‘no’.
Key skills: turn
taking, sharing,

Goldilocks –
refrains,
retelling, role
play.
I can join in
with stories. I
can sing
rhymes and
join in with the
actions and
sounds. I can
follow
instructions. I
can use
familiar words.
I am starting to
say two word
phrases. I use
lots of
everyday
words. I am
beginning to
ask you
questions.
Key skills:
singing,
listening,
paying
attention,
asking
questions.

Climbing
frame, slide,
bikes, balls.
Welcome
activities – fine
motor,
threading,
books.
I can run, squat
and climb
safely. I can
kick a large
ball. I can turn
the pages in a
book. I can
hold a pencil,
or paintbrush. I
can feed
myself. I can
drink from a
cup and not
spill my drink. I
can put on my
clothes by
myself. I can
wash and dry
my hands by
myself. I can go
to the toilet by
myself.
Key skills:
running,
climbing,
handling a
book, pencil
grip, brush

Songs –
nursery
rhymes, When
Goldilocks
Went to the
House of the
Bears.
I can move to
music or songs.
I can join in
with some of
the words and
actions in
songs. I can
use crayons to
make marks. I
can make
different
sounds when I
am playing
musical
instruments. I
can make
marks. I can
pretend that a
toy or thing is
something
else.
Key skills:
singing,
Makaton, mark
making.

Bring in photos
from home.
Little book of
experiences.
Technology –
iPads, IWB,
bebots,
phones,
cameras.
Autumn nature
walk.
Tasting
porridge.
I can talk about
photos of
those who are
special to me. I
can to listen to
stories. I can
operate
technological
equipment
correctly. I can
press buttons
on my toys to
make
something
happen.
Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
operating
technology.

Sound games –
different
animals,
instruments.
Initial set 1
speed sounds
and rhymes.
I can share
stories and
find my
favourite
stories. I have
favourite
rhymes and
songs and join
in with the
actions. I can
make marks on
paper.
Key skills:
handling a
book, mark
making.
What is your
favourite
story? Which
character do
you like the
most?

Number cards.

Role play.

Number
formation
rhymes.

Nature play.

Counting
different
items.

Slide.

Matching by
size linked to
story – bowl,
chair, bed.

Scooters.

I can sort out
things so that
all the same
ones are
together. I can
say some
number
names. I can
match shapes
together. I can
build different
models. I know
the order I
need to use
things.
Key skills:
counting,
matching.
Who does this
bowl/chair/
bed belong to?

Outdoor rules.

Bikes.

Forest school.

understanding
yes/no.

Autumn 2

grip,
independence.

Who is this?
How are they
important?
How do they
help you?

How do you
know?

Let’s Celebrate
During this half term, the children will be more settled into school life and will be more confident and ready to learn.
The focus of this half term will be around different celebrations that the children may have experienced including
Diwali and Christmas. We will explore similarities and differences, but also discuss the children’s familiar experiences
and celebrate what makes us all unique and special. Parents will be encouraged to bring in photographs from home of
the children celebrating these festivals. These will then be used to enrich the ‘Home from Home’ Nursery
environment. The children will also be offered multiple opportunities for food tasting, role play and music through this
topic. They will be able to try a variety of foods that they may not have ever tasted before.
Initially, the half term will begin with Bonfire Night and Diwali celebrations. This will then lead to a new focus text,
‘The Gingerbread Man’. This story will link with the food and cooking focus of this half term. The children will learn
the story and continue to develop their oracy skills by retelling and performing it. They will also bake and taste
gingerbread and begin to discuss how it tastes, feels, smells and looks. Finally, towards the end of the half term, there
will be Christmas celebrations with a new focus text, ‘A Christmas Collar’. The children will also take part in a joint
Nativity performance with Reception. Parents will be given lots of opportunities to come into school including themed
celebratory stay and play sessions. These are often popular and give the parents the chance to do some of the
activities with the children in class.
Key vocabulary: celebrate, special, family, friend, food, taste, story, beginning, end, similar, different, taste, cook,
bake, like, dislike, Diwali, Christmas, Nativity.
Makaton:

Celebrate
Good choice
and wrong
choice
pictures.
Circle time
activities –
feelings.
I can watch
what other
children are
doing before I
join them. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can show an
adult what I
want to do. I
can go to a
familiar adult
when I’m
feeling upset. I
can help
someone I
know if they
look sad. I can
follow
behaviour
rules. I can
follow simple
routines.
Key skills:
making friends,
feelings,
behaviour.

Food
Stories, songs
and rhymes
linked to topic.
Sharing
experiences
and photos
from festivals.
I can listen to
stories. I can
recognise
sounds. I can
join in with
singing songs
and rhymes. I
respond to my
name. I
understand
questions and
instructions. I
can show you
that I
understand
questions. I
can
understand
describing
words. I can
use simple
sentences with
3-4 words. I
can ask
questions. I am
beginning to
use word
endings and
plurals.

Cook
Welcome
activities – fine
motor,
threading,
books.
Physical –
running,
climbing,
kicking ball.
Cutting skills –
trees, shapes.
I can run, squat
and climb
safely. I can
kick a large
ball. I can turn
the pages in a
book. I can
hold a pencil,
or paintbrush. I
can feed
myself. I can
drink from a
cup and not
spill my drink. I
can put on my
clothes by
myself. I can
wash and dry
my hands by
myself. I can go
to the toilet by
myself.

Like
Nativity songs.
Christmas
crafts – cards,
trees, baubles.
I can join in
with singing
songs and
rhymes. I can
explore
different
sounds using
musical
instruments or
everyday
objects. I join
in with dancing
to songs. I can
explore what
happens when
I use different
types of media.
I can tell you
what the
different marks
are.
Key skills:
singing,
dancing, using
instruments.

Christmas
Festivals and
cultures –
videos,
objects,
traditions,
photos.
Role play areas
– linked to
festivals e.g.
Diwali – diva
lamps, cards,
Indian clothing.
I can recognise
photos of
special people.
I can role play
everyday
routines. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can talk about
how I am the
same and
different from
others. I can
talk about
what is
happening in
my play. I can
talk about
what I see
outside. I can
switch
electronic toys
on and know
how to press

Mark making
opportunities.
Name writing.

Special Day
Counting –
lamps,
baubles,
presents.

Risky play.
Loose parts.
Construction.

RML –
recognising
initial sounds
and blending.
Invitations.
I have
favourite
rhymes and
songs. I can
join in with
words and
phrases in
stories. I can
tell you
missing words
or phrases in
stories and
rhymes. I can
tell you about
the different
marks I make. I
can hold a
pencil and
draw lines.
Key skills:
singing,
discussion,
mark making,
recognising
initial sounds.

Size – sorting
presents,
trees.
I can give you
the right
number of
objects from a
group. I can
say some
number names
in order. I can
draw pictures
to show
numbers and
amounts. I can
show you
which group
has “more”. I
can use words
like “more”
and “a lot” to
describe
amounts. I can
point to shapes
and patterns in
pictures. I can
sort objects by
shape or size. I
can use words
related to size.
I know the

Making
models.
Role play.
Forest school.

When do you
feel
sad/happy/
angry? How
can you help
someone if
they are sad?

Key skills:
listening,
understanding
questions,
asking
questions,
speaking in
sentences.
Do you
celebrate
Diwali/
Christmas?
What do you
do to celebrate
it?

Spring 1

Key skills:
kicking a ball,
handling a
book, pencil
grip, health
and self-care.

buttons to
make
something
happen.
Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
discussion,
operating
technology.
What special
times do you
celebrate?
What do your
family do
during this
time?

order of events
in a day.
Key skills:
sorting,
counting,
number
recognition.
How many
baubles can
you put on the
tree? Which
present is the
biggest/
smallest?

Made in Willenhall
Children will be learning about where they live and their community. This topic will focus on Willenhall and familiar
places to them. Children will have opportunities to discuss their experiences visiting town, going to different shops,
using public services and visiting friends and family. We will explore the different types of houses that different
families live in and compare how each family is unique. To support this learning we will focus on the text, ‘The Three
Little Pigs’. The children will also learn more about their town and also the important people that help us. This will be
done through the text, ‘Busy People’. They will begin to explore jobs that interest them and talk about their
likes/dislikes and talents. Links will be made with local community workers to come into school to meet with the
children. The learning environment will also be enriched this half term with the role play area transforming into
Morrisons, a local superstore close to the school. Similarly, children’s maths learning will be further developed this
half term and they will be introduced to shape, space and measure. An initial focus on 2D shapes will lead to shape
hunts and a further exploration of shapes in the school environment and local community.
Furthermore, towards the end of the half term the children will be celebrating Chinese New Year. The focus text will
be ‘The Great Race’. This will teach the children all about why we celebrate Chinese New Year and also will provide a
context for the children’s play. Role play and small world will be themed around this story to support children’s

language development and develop their imagination and understanding. The children will be learning about Chinese
culture and will also learn a range of songs linked to the topic. They will have the opportunity to take part in Chinese
dragon dancing and also making lots of different Chinese crafts. Children will also try Chinese food and learn how to
use Chinese crockery and chopsticks.
Key vocabulary: Willenhall, town, country, home, house, family, shop, school, community, culture, similar, different,
food, tradition, celebrate, family, friends, Chinese New Year, China, celebrate.
Makaton:

Home
Circle time –
feelings,
behaviour,
rules,
I can watch
what other
children are
doing before I
join them. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can show an
adult what I
want to do. I
can go to a
familiar adult
when I’m
feeling upset. I
can help
someone I
know if they

Shop
Stories linked
to different
people who
help us.
Oracy lessons –
asking/
answering
questions,
speaking in
sentences,
plurals.
I can listen to
stories. I can
recognise
sounds. I can
join in with
singing songs
and rhymes. I
respond to my
name. I

Town

School

Travelling in
different ways.

Chinese
dancing.

Handling
different types
of books.

Chinese
lanterns.

I can run, squat
and climb
safely. I can
kick a large
ball. I can turn
the pages in a
book. I can
hold a pencil,
or paintbrush. I
can feed
myself. I can
drink from a
cup and not
spill my drink. I
can put on my

Help

I can join in
with singing
songs and
rhymes. I can
explore
different
sounds using
musical
instruments or
everyday
objects. I join
in with dancing
to songs. I can
explore what
happens when
I use different

Chinese New Year
Chinese
restaurant role
play.
Morrisons role
play area.
Visits from
members of
the local
community.
I can recognise
photos of
special people.
I can role play
everyday
routines. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can talk about
how I am the

Great Race
story.
Songs – Five
Little Firemen,
nursery
rhymes.
I have
favourite
rhymes and
songs. I can
join in with
words and
phrases in
stories. I can
tell you
missing words
or phrases in
stories and
rhymes. I can
tell you about

Counting
different things
– lanterns,
toothbrushes,
fire trucks.

Having a race
on the
playground retelling the
story.

Shapes in the
environment –
shape hunt.

Role play.

Patterns
around the
local area.
Order of the
day and the
routines of
different
people’s lives.
I can give you
the right

Small world houses and
shops.
Bebots and
bebot mats town.
Forest school.

look sad. I can
follow
behaviour
rules. I can
follow simple
routines.
Key skills:
making friends,
feelings,
behaviour.

understand
questions and
instructions. I
can show you
that I
understand
questions. I
can
understand
describing
words. I can
use simple
sentences with
3-4 words. I
can ask
questions. I am
beginning to
use word
endings and
plurals.
Key skills:
listening,
understanding
questions,
asking
questions,
speaking in
sentences.

Spring 2

clothes by
myself. I can
wash and dry
my hands by
myself. I can go
to the toilet by
myself.
Key skills:
kicking a ball,
handling a
book, pencil
grip, health
and self-care.

types of media.
I can tell you
what the
different marks
are.
Key skills:
singing,
dancing, using
instruments.
How do
Chinese people
celebrate
Chinese New
Year? What are
some special
Chinese
traditions?

same and
different from
others. I can
talk about
what is
happening in
my play. I can
talk about
what I see
outside. I can
switch
electronic toys
on and know
how to press
buttons to
make
something
happen.
Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
discussion,
operating
technology.
Where do you
go for/if….?
Who can help
you with this?
How do they
help you? Why
do you have to
go here?

the different
marks I make. I
can hold a
pencil and
draw lines.
Key skills:
singing,
discussion,
mark making,
recognising
initial sounds.

number of
objects from a
group. I can
say some
number names
in order. I can
draw pictures
to show
numbers and
amounts. I can
show you
which group
has “more”. I
can use words
like “more”
and “a lot” to
describe
amounts. I can
point to shapes
and patterns in
pictures. I can
sort objects by
shape or size. I
can use words
related to size..
I know the
order of events
in a day.
Key skills:
sorting,
counting,
number
recognition.

Under the Sea
This half term the children will be learning all about sea creatures through the text, ‘Commotion in the Ocean’. They
will explore a range of creatures and learn all about where they live, what they eat and how they survive. The children

will develop an understanding of how some creatures look similar and how some have different features to others.
They will discover how different creatures are adapted to survive under the sea. Comparisons will also be made
between other animals to discuss similarities and differences and how sea creatures are adapted for the sea. The
children will have the opportunity to name our class fish also and will begin to look after them. This will involve
cleaning the tank and feeding them daily. It is important for children to learn how to look after and care for the ocean
and our sea creatures. They will explore the issue of plastic and how it is polluting our oceans. Furthermore, the
classroom will be transformed to resemble being ‘Under the Sea’. Play areas will be enriched and themed according to
the topic. The role play area will be a sea life centre and small world will include various sea creatures.
Children’s writing will also be further developed this half term. Those who are ready, will begin to write short phrases
and hold a sentence. The children will learn the key skills of blending and segmenting in RML and these will be used to
support their writing. Training will also be given to parents on how to support children’s reading and writing. The key
skills of blending and segmenting will be shown, and also how to teach children to hold a sentence. All this will be
linked around the focus text for this half term, which will be ‘The Rainbow Fish’. This is a popular story about a fish
who struggled to make friends. This will be use to enrich across the curriculum and give a context to the children’s
learning.
Key vocabulary: under the sea, ocean, sea creature, fish, octopus, shark, whale, jellyfish, sting ray, turtle, starfish,
similar, different, friends, care for, look after.
Makaton:

Sea
Circle time –
feelings,
behaviour,
rules,
Rainbow Fish –
making good

Fish

Shark

Whale

Oracy lessons –
asking/
answering
questions,
speaking in
sentences,
plurals.

Travelling in
different ways.

Using different
materials to
make sea
creatures.

Handling
different types
of books.

Collage a
Rainbow Fish.

Plastic
Similarities and
differences
between
different sea
creatures.

Recycle
Labelling sea
creatures.
Holding a
sentence.

Safe
Counting
different items
– shells, sea
creatures,
pearls, coins.

Water area –
sea creatures,
bubbles.
Fishing nets.
Fish tank.

choices,
sharing, being
kind.
Role play how
to be a good
friend by
retelling the
Rainbow Fish
story.
I can watch
what other
children are
doing before I
join them. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can show an
adult what I
want to do. I
can go to a
familiar adult
when I’m
feeling upset. I
can help
someone I
know if they
look sad. I can
follow
behaviour
rules. I can
follow simple
routines.
Key skills:
making friends,
feelings,
behaviour.

I can listen to
stories. I can
recognise
sounds. I can
join in with
singing songs
and rhymes. I
respond to my
name. I
understand
questions and
instructions. I
can show you
that I
understand
questions. I
can
understand
describing
words. I can
use simple
sentences with
3-4 words. I
can ask
questions. I am
beginning to
use word
endings and
plurals.
Key skills:
listening,
understanding
questions,
asking
questions,
speaking in
sentences.

I can run, squat
and climb
safely. I can
kick a large
ball. I can turn
the pages in a
book. I can
hold a pencil,
or paintbrush. I
can feed
myself. I can
drink from a
cup and not
spill my drink. I
can put on my
clothes by
myself. I can
wash and dry
my hands by
myself. I can go
to the toilet by
myself.
Key skills:
kicking a ball,
handling a
book, pencil
grip, health
and self-care.

Instruments to
create the
different
sounds under
the sea.
I can join in
with singing
songs and
rhymes. I can
explore
different
sounds using
musical
instruments or
everyday
objects. I join
in with dancing
to songs. I can
explore what
happens when
I use different
types of media.
I can tell you
what the
different marks
are.
Key skills:
singing,
dancing, using
instruments.
Do these
materials all
look the same?
Do these
materials feel

Comparing and
sorting sea
creatures.
Submarine
bebot – move
in different
ways on the
ocean mat.
I can recognise
photos of
special people.
I can role play
everyday
routines. I am
beginning to
make friends. I
can talk about
how I am the
same and
different from
others. I can
talk about
what is
happening in
my play. I can
talk about
what I see
outside. I can
switch
electronic toys
on and know
how to press
buttons to
make
something
happen.

RML –
blending and
segmenting
CVC words.
I have
favourite
rhymes and
songs. I can
join in with
words and
phrases in
stories. I can
tell you
missing words
or phrases in
stories and
rhymes. I can
tell you about
the different
marks I make. I
can hold a
pencil and
draw lines.
Key skills:
singing,
discussion,
mark making,
recognising
initial sounds.

Money – sea
life centre
tickets.
Comparing
sizes of
different sea
creatures –
big/small.
I can give you
the right
number of
objects from a
group. I can
say some
number names
in order. I can
draw pictures
to show
numbers and
amounts. I can
show you
which group
has “more”. I
can use words
like “more”
and “a lot” to
describe
amounts. I can
point to shapes
and patterns in
pictures. I can
sort objects by
shape or size. I
can use words
related to size..
I know the

Sand pit –
beach.
Role play –
Rainbow Fish
story.
Forest school.

Was the
Rainbow Fish
kind to her
friends? Why?
Why not?
What could
she have done
instead? Did
she make a
good choice?

Summer 1

similar or
different?

Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
discussion,
operating
technology.
How do these
sea creatures
look similar/
different?
What is special
about them?
Why do they
have a sting?
What does this
do? How does
this protect
them? What
do they eat?
Where do they
live?

order of events
in a day.
Key skills:
sorting,
counting,
number
recognition.
Are all sea
creatures the
same size?
Which sea
creatures are
small/big?

Nursery to the Rescue
Children will begin a fantasy topic based around ‘Superheroes’. There will be two focus texts, ‘Supertato’ and ‘Super
Duck’. This topic will build on understanding from the earlier topics considering how people can help each other and
the environment. Children will learn about the different things we can do to help others in school and at home. They
will also learn about healthy eating and why it is important to eat fruits and vegetables. They will take part in food
tasting and even have a go at cooking some healthy meals. The children will be expected to learn and use a variety of
key vocabulary. This will be a focus for this half term and the children will teach others around the school how we can
stay healthy and look after our bodies. There will also be a push on writing this half term and this topic should inspire
them to begin to write words and sentences independently.
From this half term, the children will also begin to attend assemblies and early transition work will begin. The children
will be introduced more regularly to the Reception classroom and will complete some activities in there. This will
make them more familiar to the classroom and also the staff. Reception staff will also be visiting Nursery more

regularly for story sessions and early transition work. This supports in promoting a smooth transition through EYFS.
The children will also have the opportunity this half term to begin to play in the Reception outdoor area and use the
different equipment and tools available. Towards the end of the half term, Nursery will share their knowledge of the
world learned through their topic in a parent session.
Key vocabulary: superhero, superpower, fruit, vegetable, healthy eating, diet, water, help, care, look after, friend.
Makaton:

Superhero
Helping others.
Helping the
environment.
Making good
and wrong
choices.
I can play in a
group. I can
ask my friends
to play with
me and join in
with them. I
can talk to and
make friends
with other
children and
adults. I
choose the
toys I want to
play with. I am
beginning to

Asking and
understanding
questions
about the
world.
Reading stories
and making
predictions.
Inferring using
pictures in
stories.
I can listen to
my friends. I
can listen to
stories and talk
about them. I
can join in with
my stories. I
can join in with
rhymes and
stories and

World

Help

Travelling in
different ways.
Cutting
activities –
shapes, bins,
rubbish, signs.

Healthy

Understanding
healthy eating.

Hold a
sentence.

Food tasting.

Mixing colours.

Understanding
the jobs of
different
people who
help us.

CVC words
writing and
reading.

Making capes.

I can run, walk,
jump, hop, skip
and move in
different ways.
I can go up and
down steps. I
can run, stop,
change
direction and
slow down. I
can catch a
large ball. I can

Vegetable

Songs about
superheroes
and looking
after others.

Wood work.
Healthy eating.

Fruit

I like joining in
with dancing
and ring
games. I can
sing familiar
songs. I am
beginning to
move with
rhythm. I can
tap out simple
rhythms. I can
make noises
with different
things. I can
mix paints to

I can talk about
where people
live and what
they do. I can
talk about
people and
times that are
special to me. I
am interested
in different
jobs. I know
that some
things I do are

Number
formation and
recognition.
Positions –
where the
rubbish goes.

Name writing.
Letter
formation.

Matching –
rubbish into
bins (shapes).

I can sing
nursery
rhymes and
songs. I can
listen and join
in when
reading books
and guess
what will
happen next. I
know that
stories have

I can say
numbers in
order from 1 to
10. I know that
numbers tell
me about
quantities. I
can show you
how many
things there
are. I can
match a

Growing
healthy fruits
and
vegetables.
Forest school.

talk to adults I
don’t know. I
will join in with
new things. I
can ask for
help when I
need it. I know
when I am sad
or cross.

guess what will
happen next. I
can follow
instructions. I
can help
others. I am
beginning to
understand
questions.

Key skills:
sharing,
making friends,
asking for help,
managing
feelings.

Key skills:
listening,
speaking,
taking turns,
sequencing,
following
instructions,
understanding
questions.

How can we
help others to
make the right
choice? What
is a good
choice? What
is a wrong
choice?

use scissors to
make snips on
paper. I can
hold my pencil
correctly. I can
make marks
with a pencil. I
can copy the
letters of my
name. I
remember to
go to the toilet
myself. I can
wash and dry
my hands. I
can put my
coat on.
Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
speed,
catching a ball,
cutting, pencil
grip, mark
making, health
and self-care,
dressing.
Which foods
are healthy?
Why is it
important to
eat healthily?
What do we
need to do
every day to
stay healthy?

make new
colours. I can
use different
materials to
make things. I
can use tools. I
can move in
different ways.
I can role play
familiar
experiences. I
can make up
stories with
toys.
Key skills:
dancing,
singing,
rhythm,
instruments,
painting, using
tools, role play.

the same and
different as my
friends. I can
talk about my
home and
familiar places.
I can ask
questions. I
can talk about
plants and
animals. I talk
about why
things happen
and work. I
notice changes
in things. I can
operate simple
equipment. I
can make toys
move or work.
Key skills:
speaking,
discussion,
understanding,
operating
equipment.
How does this
feel/look/taste
/smell?

beginnings and
endings. I can
listen to longer
stories and talk
about them. I
can discuss
places and
people in
stories. I can
recognise my
name and key
words. I handle
a book
correctly. I can
make marks
and tell you
what they
mean. I can
copy some of
the letters of
my name.
Key skills:
listening,
discussing,
recognising
letters,
handling a
book.

numeral to the
right number
of things. I
know when
there are the
same number
of things. I can
share things
out in different
ways. I know
that I can
count in
different ways.
I can match
and recognise
shapes. I can
use words like
“round” and
“straight” to
describe
shapes. I can
use words like
“under”, and
“next to” to
describe
positions. I can
build models.
Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
matching,
sharing,
shapes,
position.

Summer 2

How Does Your Garden Grow?
In this topic, children will be learning about the weather and how things grow. They will begin to explore how other
people live around the world and differing climates (hot/cold). We will be growing a variety of flowers, fruit and
vegetables to show the children where food comes from and a variety of cooking experiences. They will be planting,
growing and eating the different foods that they make. The focus texts for this half term will be ‘Jasper’s Beanstalk’
and ‘Little Red Hen’. These story will teach the children about the importance of sunlight and water in planting and
growing. They will also learn to grow their very own ‘beanstalk’ and will have the responsibility of taking care of it by
themselves, just like Jasper did. The focus of this half term will be all around different changes and so the children will
monitor how their plants change, how the weather changes and how different foods and animals also change over
time.
The children will also be in charge of our vegetable garden in our EYFS outdoor area. Parents will be invited to come
into school for a stay and play session to plant different fruits, vegetables and flowers will their children. It should be
perfect weather for a nice, cold freshly squeezed lemonade also! During this half term, the children will also learn
about minibeasts and how they grow through the story, ‘The Cautious Caterpillar’. They will be visited by the Animal
Man towards the end of the term. This will give the children the opportunity to be up close and personal with animals
that they may have never seen before. The children will then take what they have learned from this experience and
begin to write labels for different animals and hold a sentence. Similarly, we will also explore the outdoor area and go
on a minibeast hunt to see how many minibeasts we can find.
Key vocabulary: grow, plant, flower, food, fruit, vegetable, healthy, unhealthy, seed, root, sun, water, hot, cold,
weather, animal, minibeast.
Makaton:

Grow

Garden

Flower

Fruit

Vegetable

Sun

Water

Helping others.
Helping the
environment.
Making good
and wrong
choices.
I can play in a
group. I can
ask my friends
to play with
me and join in
with them. I
can talk to and
make friends
with other
children and
adults. I
choose the
toys I want to
play with. I am
beginning to
talk to adults I
don’t know. I
will join in with
new things. I
can ask for
help when I
need it. I know
when I am sad
or cross.
Key skills:
sharing,
making friends,
asking for help,

Retelling a
story - Jasper’s
Beanstalk.
Story
sequencing
using pictures.

Travelling in
different ways.
Using
gardening
tools.
Wood work.

Making
predictions
about what
will happen
and how the
plants will
grow.
I can listen to
my friends. I
can listen to
stories and talk
about them. I
can join in with
my stories. I
can join in with
rhymes and
stories and
guess what will
happen next. I
can follow
instructions. I
can help
others. I am
beginning to
understand
questions.
Key skills:
listening,
speaking,

Songs and
dances linked
to weather,
growing, story.

Planting and
taking care of
plants.
Gardening.

Making
pictures of
flowers and
plants.

Sorting healthy
and unhealthy
foods.

Using different
tools.

I can run, walk,
jump, hop, skip
and move in
different ways.
I can go up and
down steps. I
can run, stop,
change
direction and
slow down. I
can catch a
large ball. I can
use scissors to
make snips on
paper. I can
hold my pencil
correctly. I can
make marks
with a pencil. I
can copy the
letters of my
name. I
remember to
go to the toilet
myself. I can
wash and dry

I like joining in
with dancing
and ring
games. I can
sing familiar
songs. I am
beginning to
move with
rhythm. I can
tap out simple
rhythms. I can
make noises
with different
things. I can
mix paints to
make new
colours. I can
use different
materials to
make things. I
can use tools. I
can move in
different ways.
I can role play
familiar
experiences. I

Hold a
sentence.
CVC words
writing and
reading.

Looking after
the world.

Name writing.

Cooking using
produce.

Letter
formation.

Tracking
changes over
time - plants,
flowers, food.

I can sing
nursery
rhymes and
songs. I can
listen and join
in when
reading books
and guess
what will
happen next. I
know that
stories have
beginnings and
endings. I can
listen to longer
stories and talk
about them. I
can discuss
places and
people in
stories. I can
recognise my
name and key
words. I handle
a book
correctly. I can
make marks

I can talk about
where people
live and what
they do. I can
talk about
people and
times that are
special to me. I
am interested
in different
jobs. I know
that some
things I do are
the same and
different as my
friends. I can
talk about my
home and
familiar places.
I can ask
questions. I
can talk about

Number
recognition
and formation,
Counting in
different ways
- jumping,
hopping,
clapping.
Shapes in the
garden, shapes
of flowers.

Gardening and
planting –
flowers, fruits,
vegetables.
Vegetable
patch.
Nature play.
Construction –
loose parts.
Wood work.

I can say
numbers in
order from 1 to
10. I know that
numbers tell
me about
quantities. I
can show you
how many
things there
are. I can
match a
numeral to the
right number
of things. I
know when
there are the
same number
of things. I can
share things
out in different
ways. I know
that I can
count in
different ways.

Forest school.

managing
feelings.

taking turns,
sequencing,
following
instructions,
understanding
questions.
What do you
think is going
to happen to
the seed? Can
you make a
prediction?
What
happened to
Jasper first/
second/after
that?

my hands. I
can put my
coat on.

can make up
stories with
toys.

Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
speed,
catching a ball,
cutting, pencil
grip, mark
making, health
and self-care,
dressing.

Key skills:
dancing,
singing,
rhythm,
instruments,
painting, using
tools, role play.

What are
healthy and
unhealthy
foods? Which
foods are good
for us? How
are they good
for us?

plants and
animals. I talk
about why
things happen
and work. I
notice changes
in things. I can
operate simple
equipment. I
can make toys
move or work.
Key skills:
speaking,
discussion,
understanding,
operating
equipment.
How does the
seed change
over time? Will
the plant
always look
like this?
Where does
this food come
from? What
foods grow on
trees/ from
plants?

and tell you
what they
mean. I can
copy some of
the letters of
my name.
Key skills:
listening,
discussing,
recognising
letters,
handling a
book.

I can match
and recognise
shapes. I can
use words like
“round” and
“straight” to
describe
shapes. I can
use words like
“under”, and
“next to” to
describe
positions. I can
build models.
Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
matching,
sharing,
shapes,
position.
Are all flowers
to same
shape? What
shape are the
plant pots?

Nursery Curriculum 2020-2021 – Topic Breakdown
Autumn 1
Me, Myself and I

Autumn 2
Let’s Celebrate

1. Growth mindset
Bubble Gum
Brain
2. Me
We Are All
Different
3. My body
We Are All
Different
4. My family
Owl Babies
5. My friends
Owl Babies
6. Goldilocks – story
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
7. Senses
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
8. Good choices
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears

1. Bonfire Night
Sparks in the Sky
2. Diwali
Dipal’s Diwali
3. Road Safety
Teddy Takes a
Tumble
4. Gingerbread Man
– story
Gingerbread Man
5. Different foods
Gingerbread Man
6. Christmas
A Christmas
Collar
7. Christmas
A Christmas
Collar

Spring 1
Made in Willenhall
1. My house
Three Little Pigs
2. My town
Three Little Pigs
3. Shopping
Busy People
4. Police and fire
service
Busy People
5. Doctors and
nurses
Busy People
6. Chinese New
Year
The Great Race

Spring 2
Under the Sea
1. Sea creatures
Commotion in the
Ocean
2. Caring for the
ocean
Commotion in the
Ocean
3. Rainbow Fish –
story
Rainbow Fish
4. Colours
Rainbow Fish
5. Being a good
friend
Rainbow Fish
6. Easter
We’re Going on
an Egg Hunt

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Summer 1
Nursery to the
Rescue
Supertato – story
Supertato
Superpowers
Supertato
Vegetables
Supertato
Eid
Rameena’s
Ramadan
Super Duck –
story
Super Duck
Helping others
Super Duck

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Summer 2
How Does Your
Garden Grow?
Jasper’s
Beanstalk – story
Jasper’s
Beanstalk
Planting
Jasper’s
Beanstalk
Weather
Jasper’s
Beanstalk
Little Red Hen –
story
Little Red Hen
Growing
Little Red Hen
Minibeasts
The Cautious
Caterpillar
Minibeasts
The Cautious
Caterpillar

I love playing with all
my friends. I am
good at sharing.

Mom help me.

I like to practise my
numbers in my
homework.

School makes me
happy. I like when
we do RML.

RECEPTION
Term

PSED

Autumn 1

All About Us

C&L

PD

EAD

UW

LITERACY

MATHS

OUTDOOR

The children begin Reception through a staggered intake. This ensures that the transition to school is smooth and calm.
Routines will be quickly established so that children are ready for learning. The children will be introduced to the rotation
structure of the school day and will quickly learn the expectations. There is a focus on the prime areas for the first few
weeks as the children begin their new class. PSED and behaviour rules and established straight away. PSED lessons focus on
making friends, making good choices and looking after others. There is also a focus on children’s language and physical
development in order to support their learning with the specific areas. There will be lots of work on oracy and lessons will
focus on specific speaking skills that the children will need to develop over the year.
The Reception topic for this half-term will focus on families, friends and choices. There will be two focus texts – ‘Part of the
Party’ and ‘The Bear Who Came To Babysit’. We will be learning about the different types of families and how not every
family is the same. They will discuss how families are different and how some children have different members in their
family. They will share experiences from their own family and will also make a junk model of their own house. Children will
be exploring similarities and differences between different families, cultures and people. They will also take part in a
baseline assessment to assess their learning on entry. This will focus on early maths and phonics and will be used to identify
next steps for learning over the year. Towards the end of the half term, they will focus on ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ and
discuss why it is important to make good choices.
Key vocabulary: family, mom, dad, brother, sister, grandma, grandad, aunty, uncle, cousin, pet, similar, different, house,
home, town, friends, share, help, look after, unique.
Makaton:

Mommy

Daddy

Brother

Sister

Same

Different

House

Friend

Help

Circle time –
sharing, making
friends, taking
turns.
What is a good
friend – sorting
cards.
I can play in a
group. I can ask
my friends to
play with me
and join in with
them. I can talk
to and make
friends with
other children
and adults. I
choose the toys
I want to play
with. I am
beginning to
talk to adults I
don’t know. I
will join in with
new things. I
can ask for help
when I need it. I
know when I
am sad or cross.
Key skills:
sharing, making
friends, asking
for help,
managing
feelings.

Oracy lessons –
talking to
partners
appropriately.
Stories and
songs –
speaking and
listening skills.
I can listen to
my friends. I
can listen to
stories and talk
about them. I
can join in with
my stories. I can
join in with
rhymes and
stories and
guess what will
happen next. I
can follow
instructions. I
can help others.
I am beginning
to understand
questions.
Key skills:
listening,
speaking, taking
turns,
sequencing,
following
instructions,
understanding
questions.

Different ways
of travelling –
games.
Ball skills –
tennis, football,
basket ball.
Fine motor skills
– cutting, play
dough,
threading,
beads, weaving.
I can run, walk,
jump, hop, skip
and move in
different ways. I
can go up and
down steps. I
can run, stop,
change
direction and
slow down. I
can catch a
large ball. I can
use scissors to
make snips on
paper. I can
hold my pencil
correctly. I can
make marks
with a pencil. I
can copy the
letters of my
name. I
remember to go
to the toilet
myself. I can

Dancing and
ring games.

Special people
and places.

Hold a
sentence.

Wake and
shake.

Bring in family
photos from
home for family
tree.

CVC words –
blending and
segmenting.

Just dance.
Role play and
home corner
themed like a
house.
I like joining in
with dancing
and ring games.
I can sing
familiar songs. I
am beginning to
move with
rhythm. I can
tap out simple
rhythms. I can
make noises
with different
things. I can mix
paints to make
new colours. I
can use
different
materials to
make things. I
can use tools. I
can move in
different ways. I
can role play
familiar
experiences. I
can make up

Junk model
house.

Labelling
pictures.

Technology –
bebots, IWB,
iPads, learning
pads.

Welcome
activities –
handling a book
and fine motor
skills.

I can talk about
where people
live and what
they do. I can
talk about
people and
times that are
special to me. I
am interested
in different
jobs. I know
that some
things I do are
the same and
different as my
friends. I can
talk about my
home and
familiar places. I
can ask
questions. I can
talk about
plants and

I can sing
nursery rhymes
and songs. I can
listen and join
in when reading
books and
guess what will
happen next. I
know that
stories have
beginnings and
endings. I can
listen to longer
stories and talk
about them. I
can discuss
places and
people in
stories. I can
recognise my
name and key
words. I handle
a book

Counting in
different ways –
clap, jump, hop,
different voices.
2D shape
recognition.
Focus on
numbers 1-8 –
formation,
counting,
recognition,
ordering.
I can say
numbers in
order from 1 to
10. I know that
numbers tell me
about
quantities. I can
show you how
many things
there are. I can
match a
numeral to the
right number of
things. I know
when there are
the same
number of
things. I can
share things out
in different
ways. I know
that I can count
in different
ways. I can

Dolls house
small world.
Town/village
small world.
Role play and
home corner.
Mud kitchen.

What is a good
friend? How can
someone be a
good friend?
How are you a
good friend?

wash and dry
my hands. I can
put my coat on.
Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
speed, catching
a ball, cutting,
pencil grip,
mark making,
health and selfcare, dressing.

stories with
toys.
Key skills:
dancing,
singing, rhythm,
instruments,
painting, using
tools, role play.

animals. I talk
about why
things happen
and work. I
notice changes
in things. I can
operate simple
equipment. I
can make toys
move or work.
Key skills:
speaking,
discussion,
understanding,
operating
equipment.
Who is special
to you? Why
are they special
to you? How do
they help you?
How do you
help them?

Autumn 2

correctly. I can
make marks
and tell you
what they
mean. I can
copy some of
the letters of
my name.
Key skills:
listening,
discussing,
recognising
letters, handling
a book.

match and
recognise
shapes. I can
use words like
“round” and
“straight” to
describe
shapes. I can
use words like
“under”, and
“next to” to
describe
positions. I can
build models.
Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
matching,
sharing, shapes,
position.

Celebrate Good Times
The children will be much more settled into Reception by this half term and routines will be established by now. The topic
for this half term will focus on different celebrations that the child may or may not have experienced. These will include
Bonfire Night, Diwali, birthdays, weddings and Christmas. Therefore there will be a number of short texts that the children
will learn over this half term: Diwali – ‘Rama and Sita’; birthdays – ‘Kipper’s Birthday’; weddings – ‘The Scarecrows’
Wedding’; Christmas – ‘The Jolly Christmas Postman’. These will span over the half term and children will learn all about
the different traditions that take place during these celebrations and we will look at how these celebrations differ all over
the world. The children will enjoy learning about different cultures and religions. They will have the opportunity to cook and
taste different foods from across the globe.

Furthermore, towards the end of the half term, the children will be going on a school trip to Conkers. They will have the
opportunity to visit the ‘Winter Wonderland’ and meet Santa Claus himself. The children will be writing their own letters to
Santa during literacy lessons and then will hand deliver them to the man himself. Similarly, Reception will also take part in a
joint Nativity with Nursery. Parents will have the opportunity to watch the performance and also learn some of the songs
with the children. This will then lead to a Christmas party to celebrate Christmas time but also the end of our ‘celebrations’
topic. The children will be responsible for planning the party including the songs, games and food.
Key vocabulary: celebrate, party, family, friends, food, fireworks, songs, games, culture, religion, world, presents, Diwali,
birthday, wedding, Christmas.
Makaton:

Celebrate
Sorting likes
and dislikes.
Road safety
week.
Anti-bullying
week.
I can ask
questions to
find out more
about things. I
can solve
disputes. I can
tell my friends
and adults what
I need, what I
want, what I
like to do and if

Food

Party

Oracy lessons –
listening, talking
in sentences,
taking turns,
retelling,
sequencing.

Travelling in
different ways.

Role play –
restaurant,
home corner
linked to
different
cultures.
I can listen
carefully to
rhymes, songs
and stories. I
can follow
instructions. I

Jumping off
obstacles.
I can move in
different ways,
like running,
skipping,
hopping,
jumping or
rolling. I can
change speed
and direction. I
can jump off a
step. I can move
over, under,
along or
through

Christmas
Instruments –
different
sounds and
songs.

Differences
between
cultures and
religions.

Charanga –
music.

Sorting
between our
traditions and
those in other
countries.

I have favourite
songs and
dances. I can
play musical
instruments to
find out the
different
sounds they
make. I can mix
my own paint. I
can choose
different

Technology –
bebots, IWB,
iPads, learning
pads.
I like to join in
with routines. I
know that my
friends might

Special Day
Hold a
sentence.
CVC words –
blending and
segmenting.
Labelling
pictures.
Letters to
Santa.
Party
invitations.
I can recognise
words that
rhyme. I can
recognise the

Birthday

Focus on
numbers 9-15 –
formation,
counting,
recognition,
ordering.
Measure –
length, capacity,
weight.
Money – buying
presents.
I can recognise
numbers 1 to 5.
I can touch
count. I can
match numbers
to groups. I can

Role paly –
party.
Diwali rangoli
painting.
Christmas post
office role play
area.
Indian dancing
and music.
Mud kitchen
cooking.

I like or don’t
like something.
I know how to
share things,
keep safe and
be happy.
Key skills:
asking
questions,
solving
disputes,
understanding
of safety.
What do you
like doing?
What do you
like not doing?

can tell you
about
something that
I have made or
done. I am
beginning to
use new
vocabulary that
I have learnt. I
can pretend to
be different
people through
role play. I can
use words like
“first”, “next”
and “then”
when retelling a
story or event.
Key skills:
listening,
speaking,
following
instructions,
vocabulary
development,
retelling,
sequencing.

obstacles. I can
push, pat,
throw, catch or
kick things. I can
use tools
correctly and
safely. I am
beginning to
make marks. I
can write
recognisable
letters. I can
hold a pencil
and write
recognisable
letters. I can go
to the toilet
myself. I talk
about how to
keep healthy.
Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
changing speed,
positions, mark
making, healthy
eating, health
and self care.

resources to
make the thing I
want to make. I
can dress up or
use toys to be
other people,
places or things.
I can use my
arms, legs and
body to move in
different ways. I
can tell you a
story about
what is
happening as I
am playing.
Key skills:
singing,
instruments,
dancing,
painting, role
play.

do things
differently to
me, or we
might have
different times
with our
families. I can
talk about how
things look the
same or look
different. I can
talk about the
patterns in
things I see
around me. I
can talk about
how things
change. I can
complete a
program on the
computer. I can
use different
types of
technology. I
ask questions
about how
technology
works.

first sound in a
word. I can say
each sound in a
short word. I
can segment
sounds and tell
you the word
then write the
word. I can read
short
sentences. I can
make up
stories. I like to
share different
books. I can tell
you what the
marks I make
mean. I can tell
you the names
and sounds of
letters. I can
write my name.
I can write
labels. I can
write a caption.
I try to write
short
sentences.

Key skills:
similarities,
differences,
speaking,
changes,
technology.

Key skills:
rhyming words,
initial sounds,
blending,
segmenting,
mark making,
formation.

What do we do
the same or
different as

guess how
many things I
can see and
then count to
check. I can tell
you which
group has got
“more” or
“fewer” things. I
can put two
groups together
and tell you the
total. I can tell
you “one more”
or “one less”. I
can use words
like “more”,
“add”, “less”
and “take
away”. I can
solve counting
problems. I can
identify shape
names. I can
use words like
“under”,
“behind”, “on”
or “in”. I can tell
you which thing
is “heavy” and
“light”. I can tell
you which thing
is “full” and
“empty”. I can
make patterns. I
can use words
like “money”,
“pound” and
“pence”. I can

others? How do
different people
celebrate
around the
world? Do we
celebrate in the
same way?

tell you what is
happening
tomorrow or
what happened
yesterday. I can
tell you what
day today is.
Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
addition,
subtraction,
position,
weight, length,
capacity,
money,
sequencing.

Spring 1

Come Fly With Me
This half term the children will be taking a trip around the world and learn all about different countries. They will develop
their knowledge and understanding about different cultures, traditions, religions, food and climate. The children will be
making comparisons with their own community and other communities around the world. This journey will focus on three
main countries - Africa, China and Australia. For each country there will be a related focus text. For Africa, the children will
learn about the story, ‘Handa’s Surprise’. They will explore African traditions, African animals and look at how African
communities differ to our local community. Learning about China will follow this and this will be linked with our Chinese
New Year celebrations. The focus text will be ‘Dragons in the City’. Children will take part in Chinese food tasting and learn
more about the Chinese zodiac. We will be celebrating Chinese New Year with dragon dancing, lantern making and learning
how to write in Mandarin.
Following this, the children will learn about Australia and the focus text will be a traditional Australian tale, ‘Tiddalick the
Frog’. Children will explore the different animals and creatures that live in Australia, traditional indigenous culture, and also
how Australia is similar or different to the United Kingdom. For this half term, maths will also be a focus - particularly
addition and subtraction. Therefore the children will be given multiple opportunities to engage and develop their maths and
number skills. Throughout this topic, there will be plenty of opportunities for this.

Key vocabulary: travel, country, similarities, differences, religion, culture, hot, cold, food, taste, city, town, mountain, river,
sea, transport, aeroplane, Africa, China, Australia.
Makaton:

Holiday

Aeroplane

Circle time –
asking
questions,
photos from
other countries,
holiday photos.

Role play –
linked to each
country.

Food tasting –
likes and
dislikes.

Packing a
suitcase.

Emotions and
feelings about
travelling.
Safety whilst
travelling.
Sun safety.
I can ask
questions to
find out more
about things. I
can solve
disputes. I can

Restaurant –
food link.

Going to the
airport.
Holiday
checklist.
I can listen
carefully to
rhymes, songs
and stories. I
can follow
instructions. I
can tell you
about
something that
I have made or

Country
Travelling in
different ways.
Safety
awareness.
Follow signals
and
instructions.
I can move in
different ways,
like running,
skipping,
hopping,
jumping or
rolling. I can
change speed
and direction. I
can jump off a
step. I can move
over, under,
along or
through
obstacles. I can
push, pat,

Hot
Songs from
different
cultures.
Songs in
different
languages.
Exploring art
and artists
around the
world.
I have favourite
songs and
dances. I can
play musical
instruments to
find out the
different
sounds they
make. I can mix
my own paint. I
can choose
different
resources to

Cold
Similarities and
differences.

Writing a
postcard.

Different
communities.

Hold a
sentence.

Visitors in
school from
different
cultures.

Independent
writing.

Parents to come
into class to
celebrate local
diversity.

Invitation.

Technology –
booking a
holiday.

I can recognise
words that
rhyme. I can
recognise the
first sound in a
word. I can say
each sound in a
short word. I
can segment
sounds and tell

I like to join in
with routines. I
know that my
friends might
do things
differently to

Diary.

List of things to
pack.

Currency in
different
countries.
Counting items
to pack –
shopping list.
Weight and
measuring
suitcases.
Positions on a
plane.
Addition and
subtraction.
I can recognise
numbers 1 to 5.
I can touch
count. I can
match numbers
to groups. I can
guess how
many things I

Aeroplane role
play.
Airport small
world.
Dragon
dancing.
Great race role
play on
playground.
Story retelling
and story
masks.

tell my friends
and adults what
I need, what I
want, what I
like to do and if
I like or don’t
like something.
I know how to
share things,
keep safe and
be happy.
Key skills:
asking
questions,
solving
disputes,
understanding
of safety.
Do you like
travelling? Why
do people
travel? Where
can you go?
Why do you
visit an airport?
How does an
aeroplane
move?

done. I am
beginning to
use new
vocabulary that
I have learnt. I
can pretend to
be different
people through
role play. I can
use words like
“first”, “next”
and “then”
when retelling a
story or event.
Key skills:
listening,
speaking,
following
instructions,
vocabulary
development,
retelling,
sequencing.

throw, catch or
kick things. I can
use tools
correctly and
safely. I am
beginning to
make marks. I
can write
recognisable
letters. I can
hold a pencil
and write
recognisable
letters. I can go
to the toilet
myself. I talk
about how to
keep healthy.
Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
changing speed,
positions, mark
making, healthy
eating, health
and self care.

make the thing I
want to make. I
can dress up or
use toys to be
other people,
places or things.
I can use my
arms, legs and
body to move in
different ways. I
can tell you a
story about
what is
happening as I
am playing.
Key skills:
singing,
instruments,
dancing,
painting, role
play.

me, or we
might have
different times
with our
families. I can
talk about how
things look the
same or look
different. I can
talk about the
patterns in
things I see
around me. I
can talk about
how things
change. I can
complete a
program on the
computer. I can
use different
types of
technology. I
ask questions
about how
technology
works.
Key skills:
similarities,
differences,
speaking,
changes,
technology.
Where do you
travel to? Who
do you travel
with? Why is it
important to

you the word
then write the
word. I can read
short
sentences. I can
make up
stories. I like to
share different
books. I can tell
you what the
marks I make
mean. I can tell
you the names
and sounds of
letters. I can
write my name.
I can write
labels. I can
write a caption.
I try to write
short
sentences.
Key skills:
rhyming words,
initial sounds,
blending,
segmenting,
mark making,
formation.

can see and
then count to
check. I can tell
you which
group has got
“more” or
“fewer” things. I
can put two
groups together
and tell you the
total. I can tell
you “one more”
or “one less”. I
can use words
like “more”,
“add”, “less”
and “take
away”. I can
solve counting
problems. I can
identify shape
names. I can
use words like
“under”,
“behind”, “on”
or “in”. I can tell
you which thing
is “heavy” and
“light”. I can tell
you which thing
is “full” and
“empty”. I can
make patterns. I
can use words
like “money”,
“pound” and
“pence”. I can
tell you what is
happening

travel safely?
What should
you take with
you on holiday?

tomorrow or
what happened
yesterday. I can
tell you what
day today is.
Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
addition,
subtraction,
position,
weight, length,
capacity,
money,
sequencing.

Spring 2

Rainforest Adventure
During this topic, the children will be exploring what the rainforest is like, the different animals that live in the rainforest and
how to look after the rainforest. We will make links to the current worldwide concerns regarding the climate and
environment. The topic will support children’s awareness of the environment and how to look after it. They will also learn
about the different animals that live here, compare how they are similar or different to animals in this country, and learn
how they survive in their habitat. Children will be more confident writing independently by now and this will be a focus for
the half term. Children will be given a range of writing opportunities to improve this and also to write using different genres.
There will be three focus texts for this topic. The main texts will be ‘We’re Roaming in the Rainforest’ and ‘We’re Going on
a Lion Hunt’. These will explore the different animals that live in the rainforest and their habitats. The children will learn
about a wide range of animals and how they survive. Once children are more confident with understanding what the
rainforest is like and the types of animals that live in the rainforest, their learning will shift to focus on conservation. The
second text for this topic will be, ‘Buddy’s Rainforest Rescue’. The children will learn and understand about the concern of
deforestation and how to look after our world.
Key vocabulary: rainforest, parrot, flamingo, tiger, monkey, snake, frog, leopard, tree, environment, river, safety, weather,
rain, change, survive, habitat, wild, take care, conserve, deforestation, help, save.

Makaton:

Rain

Recycle
Walk around
the local area to
explore our
environment
and how to take
care of it.
I can ask
questions to
find out more
about things. I
can solve
disputes. I can
tell my friends
and adults what
I need, what I
want, what I
like to do and if
I like or don’t
like something.
I know how to
share things,
keep safe and
be happy.

Tree

Safe

Safe
Rhymes and
songs linked to
animals and
weather.
Learning new
vocabulary and
Makaton signs
linked to the
topic.
I can listen
carefully to
rhymes, songs
and stories. I
can follow
instructions. I
can tell you
about
something that
I have made or
done. I am
beginning to
use new
vocabulary that
I have learnt. I

Tiger

World
Travelling in
different ways.
Using tools
correctly.
Moving like
animals in
different ways.
I can move in
different ways,
like running,
skipping,
hopping,
jumping or
rolling. I can
change speed
and direction. I
can jump off a
step. I can move
over, under,
along or
through
obstacles. I can
push, pat,

Monkey

Snake

Frog

Plastic

Songs and
dances linked to
topic.
Instruments –
sounds of the
rainforest.
Painting
different
animals and the
rainforest.
Using materials
and exploring
different
textures.
Moving like the
animals.
I have favourite
songs and
dances. I can
play musical
instruments to

Comparing the
features of
different
animals.
Recognising
responsibility.
Weather
changes.
Comparing
different
habitats.
Recycling.
I like to join in
with routines. I
know that my
friends might
do things
differently to
me, or we
might have
different times

Rhyming words.
Animal sounds.
Performance –
volume, tone,
pronunciation,
diction.
Independent
writing.

Time zones
around the
world.
Doubling and
halving
different items.
Addition and
subtraction.

Rainforest small
world.
Wood work.
Gardening.
Litter picking.

Counting songs.
I can recognise
words that
rhyme. I can
recognise the
first sound in a
word. I can say
each sound in a
short word. I
can segment
sounds and tell
you the word
then write the
word. I can read
short

Making
habitats.

I can recognise
numbers 1 to 5.
I can touch
count. I can
match numbers
to groups. I can
guess how
many things I
can see and
then count to
check. I can tell
you which
group has got

Key skills:
asking
questions,
solving
disputes,
understanding
of safety.
What can we do
with the
rubbish on the
floor? What do
we mean by
recycle? How
do you feel
about the
environment?

can pretend to
be different
people through
role play. I can
use words like
“first”, “next”
and “then”
when retelling a
story or event.
Key skills:
listening,
speaking,
following
instructions,
vocabulary
development,
retelling,
sequencing.

throw, catch or
kick things. I can
use tools
correctly and
safely. I am
beginning to
make marks. I
can write
recognisable
letters. I can
hold a pencil
and write
recognisable
letters. I can go
to the toilet
myself. I talk
about how to
keep healthy.
Key skills:
travelling,
changing
direction,
changing speed,
positions, mark
making, healthy
eating, health
and self care.

find out the
different
sounds they
make. I can mix
my own paint. I
can choose
different
resources to
make the thing I
want to make. I
can dress up or
use toys to be
other people,
places or things.
I can use my
arms, legs and
body to move in
different ways. I
can tell you a
story about
what is
happening as I
am playing.

with our
families. I can
talk about how
things look the
same or look
different. I can
talk about the
patterns in
things I see
around me. I
can talk about
how things
change. I can
complete a
program on the
computer. I can
use different
types of
technology. I
ask questions
about how
technology
works.

Key skills:
singing,
instruments,
dancing,
painting, role
play.

Key skills:
similarities,
differences,
speaking,
changes,
technology.
Why are
animals
important? How
do they need
our help? Do
they all look the
same? What
does it mean

sentences. I can
make up
stories. I like to
share different
books. I can tell
you what the
marks I make
mean. I can tell
you the names
and sounds of
letters. I can
write my name.
I can write
labels. I can
write a caption.
I try to write
short
sentences.
Key skills:
rhyming words,
initial sounds,
blending,
segmenting,
mark making,
formation.

“more” or
“fewer” things. I
can put two
groups together
and tell you the
total. I can tell
you “one more”
or “one less”. I
can use words
like “more”,
“add”, “less”
and “take
away”. I can
solve counting
problems. I can
identify shape
names. I can
use words like
“under”,
“behind”, “on”
or “in”. I can tell
you which thing
is “heavy” and
“light”. I can tell
you which thing
is “full” and
“empty”. I can
make patterns. I
can use words
like “money”,
“pound” and
“pence”. I can
tell you what is
happening
tomorrow or
what happened
yesterday. I can
tell you what
day today is.

that animal is in
the wild?

Summer 1

Key skills:
counting,
number
recognition,
addition,
subtraction,
position,
weight, length,
capacity,
money,
sequencing.

Blast Off
The children will learn all about Space through the focus stories, ‘Whatever Next’ and ‘Back to Earth With a Bump’. They
will initially focus on the moon and what is it like. The children will enjoy watching real life videos of astronauts who have
walked on the moon. They will also find out more about what the purpose of the moon is for our Earth. Following this, they
will then learn more about rockets and even have a go at making their own model rockets for a homework project. This will
lead them to learn about the sun and solar system. We will even have an ‘Astronaut Day’ where the children will need to
take part in rigorous training to become astronauts themselves! They will enjoy dressing up as astronauts and visiting lots of
different planets. I wonder if we will see an alien…
This topic will be a great change for the children to engage in real life issues in the world that they are growing up in. It is
important for them to be aware of these and to begin to take action. Towards the end of this half term, we will be holding
an exhibition for parents regarding this issue. We hope that this will be an attempt to engage the local community with
change in our world. The children will also be sending letters and videos to fellow head teachers and our local MP in order to
promote change and get everybody in Walsall on board with our mission.
Key vocabulary: recycle, plastic, environment, ocean, destruction, destroy, ruin, change, world, heal, create, preserve,
resolve, issue, concern.
Makaton:

Rocket
Self-confidence
to talk about
the issue.
Performance –
talking in front
of an audience.
Discussing
feelings in
response to
photographs
and videos.
I can take turns.
I can make
friends and
solve conflicts. I
can try out new
things. I can talk
in a group. I can
ask for help
when I need it. I
can talk about
my feelings. I
know how to
share and keep
safe.
Key skills: taking
turns, resolving
conflict, talking

Go
Retelling
stories.
How to help
others.
Using new
vocabulary.
I can retell and
predict the
events in a
story. I can
follow long
instructions. I
can talk and
listen to my
friends and
adults. I can use
words and word
endings to
explain what I
have done or
am going to do.
I can make up
my own stories.
I can tell you
about things in
the right order.
Key skills:
retelling and

Shuttle

Moon

Earth

Dance.

Astronaut day.

Moving your
body in
different ways.

Artwork that
reflects their
emotions and
moods.

Space and
planets.
Moon and sun.
Weather.

Space role play.
I can travel in
different ways,
like running,
climbing,
jumping or
hopping. I can
change speed. I
can throw,
catch, roll and
kick different
things. I can
make marks
and write
letters. I can use
scissors to cut. I
can thread
beads onto a
string. I can tell
you about how
to keep healthy.
I can use the
toilet myself. I
can dress
myself.

Artwork in
response to
music.
Using natural
resources to
create artwork
and music.
Space songs.
I can sing songs,
dance and use
instruments to
make music. I
can use
different tools
to make
pictures and
build things. I
can use
different media
to make my
own picture. I
can express my

Astronaut
Writing letters.

Sun
Weight of
different items.

Loose parts
play.

Labelling a
rocket.

Signs.

Independent
writing.

Ordering and
sequencing.

Play with
natural
resources.

Character
descriptions.

Capacity – full
and empty.

I can read short
sentences using
HFW’s. I can
read CVC
words. I can tell
you about the
characters and
events in a
story. I can say
the sounds I
hear in a word
and know which
letters I need to
match the
sounds. I can
spell some
HFW’s
correctly. I can
write short
sentences that I
can read.

Addition and
subtraction.

Making rockets.
I can talk about
my family and
special times. I
can talk about
things I do that
are the same or
different to my
friends. I can
talk about how
things look the
same or
different. I can
talk about how
different places
look. I can talk
about what
things need to
grow and how
they change as
they grow. I can
use different
types of
technology.

Construction.

I can count
from 1 to 20 in
order. I can tell
you what “one
more” or “one
less” is of a
number. I can
add two groups
together and
tell you the
total. I can take
things away
from a group to
tell you how
many are left. I
can solve
problems. I can
use words like

Space small
world.

in a group,
talking about
feelings,
sharing.

Summer 2

predicting,
following
instructions,
using new
vocabulary,
making up own
stories,
sequencing
events.

Key skills:
travelling,
throwing and
catching,
formation.
How would you
move if you
were on the
moon?

ideas in
different
imaginative
ways.
Key skills:
making music,
instruments,
painting,
texture.

Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
understanding
changes, team
work, using
technology
correctly.
What is
different/simila
r to Earth and
the other
planets? How
does the sun
help us?

Key skills:
holding a
sentence,
independent
writing,
spelling, HFW’s,
writing
sentences.

“big”, “small”,
“heavy”, “light”,
“in”, “under”,
“pound”,
“pence”,
“morning” and
“night” when I
am playing. I
can make and
describe
patterns.
Key skills:
counting,
formation,
number
recognition,
addition,
subtraction,
capacity,
weight, money,
length,
patterns, time.

Ready, Steady, Grow
This topic will explore planting and growing through the focus texts of ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ and ‘Oliver’s Fruit Salad’.
The children will take part in planting different flowers, vegetables and fruits. They will learn how to take care of what they
have planted and will then use the produce to make different meals. The children will be responsible for watering their
plants and keeping a diary of how they grow each day. The children will also be introduced to key vocabulary linked to the
topic and will be able to label the different parts of a plant and flower. Furthermore, through the focus texts, they will be
sequencing the stories, describing characters, writing captions and beginning to write a narrative. They will also further
explore healthy eating and how to make healthy choices.
Halfway through the half term, the children will focus on ‘Three Billy Goat’s Gruff’. They will have the opportunity to go on a
trip to Hoo Farm. They will learn more about how different animals and plants provide us with food. This trip will also
involve close encounters with animals and the chance to feed them. It is sure to be an exciting experience for them.
Furthermore, towards the end of the year, transition work will begin to ensure a smooth transition to Year 1. The children

will have multiple opportunities to meet their new class teacher and visit the Year 1 classes. Finally, during the last week
before the summer holidays, the children will take part in their Graduation assembly. Parents will be invited to come and
watch the children graduate, sing songs and celebrate their memories over the year. It is advised for parents to bring
tissues!
Key vocabulary: planting, growing, flower, stem, petal, roots, water, sun, fruit, vegetable, healthy, unhealthy, food, eat,
animal, process, food chain, produce, farm.
Makaton:

Grow

Flower

Plant

Leaf

Stem

Roots

Water

Sun

Food

Opinion on food
choices.

Retelling the
story.

Planting and
using tools.

Songs linked to
topic.

Planting and
growing.

Story
sequencing.

Problem
solving.

Gardening and
planting.

Likes and
dislikes
regarding food.

Role-play of the
story.

Healthy eating
and keeping
safe.

Role play linked
to story.

Observing
change and
growth.

Captions for the
characters.

Mastery.

Jack and the
Beanstalk small
world.

Voting for their
favourite
character
(British values).
Discussing
events in the
story – right
and wrong.
I can take turns.
I can make
friends and
solve conflicts. I
can try out new

Making
predictions.
Comparing
familiar
experiences.

Wearing
appropriate
clothing for
different
weathers.

Food tasting.

Sports day.

I can retell and
predict the
events in a
story. I can
follow long
instructions. I
can talk and

I can travel in
different ways,
like running,
climbing,
jumping or
hopping. I can
change speed. I

Graduation
performance.
I can sing songs,
dance and use
instruments to
make music. I
can use
different tools
to make
pictures and
build things. I
can use
different media
to make my
own picture. I

Diary/log of
how a plant
grows.
Labelling parts
of a plant.
I can talk about
my family and
special times. I
can talk about
things I do that
are the same or
different to my
friends. I can

Number bonds.
Alternative
ending.
Retelling and
writing the
story.
Comparing with
other
traditional tales.
I can read short
sentences using
HFW’s. I can
read CVC
words. I can tell

I can count
from 1 to 20 in
order. I can tell
you what “one
more” or “one
less” is of a
number. I can
add two groups
together and
tell you the
total. I can take
things away
from a group to
tell you how
many are left. I

Finding and
counting magic
beans.
Sports day
practice.

things. I can talk
in a group. I can
ask for help
when I need it. I
can talk about
my feelings. I
know how to
share and keep
safe.
Key skills: taking
turns, resolving
conflict, talking
in a group,
talking about
feelings,
sharing.
What foods do
you like/dislike?
Why don’t you
like them?
Where do these
foods come
from?

listen to my
friends and
adults. I can use
words and word
endings to
explain what I
have done or
am going to do.
I can make up
my own stories.
I can tell you
about things in
the right order.
Key skills:
retelling and
predicting,
following
instructions,
using new
vocabulary,
making up own
stories,
sequencing
events.
Have you ever
planted a
vegetable
before? Where
do vegetables
and fruits come
from?

can throw,
catch, roll and
kick different
things. I can
make marks
and write
letters. I can use
scissors to cut. I
can thread
beads onto a
string. I can tell
you about how
to keep healthy.
I can use the
toilet myself. I
can dress
myself.
Key skills:
travelling,
throwing and
catching,
formation.

can express my
ideas in
different
imaginative
ways.
Key skills:
making music,
instruments,
painting,
texture.

talk about how
things look the
same or
different. I can
talk about how
different places
look. I can talk
about what
things need to
grow and how
they change as
they grow. I can
use different
types of
technology.
Key skills:
speaking,
listening,
understanding
changes, team
work, using
technology
correctly.
What are the
different parts
of the plant
called? What do
plants need to
grow? Where
do you buy
produce from?
What can you
make using this
food?

you about the
characters and
events in a
story. I can say
the sounds I
hear in a word
and know which
letters I need to
match the
sounds. I can
spell some
HFW’s
correctly. I can
write short
sentences that I
can read.
Key skills:
holding a
sentence,
independent
writing,
spelling, HFW’s,
writing
sentences.

can solve
problems. I can
use words like
“big”, “small”,
“heavy”, “light”,
“in”, “under”,
“pound”,
“pence”,
“morning” and
“night” when I
am playing. I
can make and
describe
patterns.
Key skills:
counting,
formation,
number
recognition,
addition,
subtraction,
capacity,
weight, money,
length,
patterns, time.

End of Summer 2 – Early Learning Goals
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Self-Regulation • Show an understanding of their own feelings and those of others, and begin to regulate their behaviour accordingly. • Set and work towards simple goals,
being able to wait for what they want and control their immediate impulses when appropriate. • Give focused attention to what the teacher says, responding appropriately
even when engaged in activity, and show an ability to follow instructions involving several ideas or actions.
Managing Self • Be confident to try new activities and show independence, resilience and perseverance in the face of challenge. • Explain the reasons for rules, know right
from wrong and try to behave accordingly. • Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs, including dressing, going to the toilet and understanding the importance
of healthy food choices.
Building Relationships • Work and play cooperatively and take turns with others. • Form positive attachments to adults and friendships with peers. • Show sensitivity to
their own and to others’ needs.
Communication and Language
Listening, Attention and Understanding • Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions when being read to and during
whole class discussions and small group interactions. • Make comments about what they have heard and ask questions to clarify their understanding. • Hold conversation
when engaged in back-and-forth exchanges with their teacher and peers.
Speaking • Participate in small group, class and one-to-one discussions, offering their own ideas, using recently introduced vocabulary. • Offer explanations for why things
might happen, making use of recently introduced vocabulary from stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when appropriate. • Express their ideas and feelings about their
experiences using full sentences, including use of past, present and future tenses and making use of conjunctions, with modelling and support from their teacher.
Physical Development
Gross Motor Skills • Negotiate space and obstacles safely, with consideration for themselves and others. • Demonstrate strength, balance and coordination when playing. •
Move energetically, such as running, jumping, dancing, hopping, skipping and climbing.
Fine Motor Skills • Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod grip in almost all cases. • Use a range of small tools, including scissors,
paintbrushes and cutlery. • Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.
Literacy
Comprehension • Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and narratives using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary.
• Anticipate (where appropriate) key events in stories. • Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, non-fiction, rhymes and
poems and during role play.

Word Reading • Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 digraphs. • Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound-blending. • Read aloud
simple sentences and books that are consistent with their phonic knowledge, including some common exception words.
Writing • Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed. • Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters. •
Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others.
Maths
Number • Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the composition of each number. • Subitise (recognise quantities without counting) up to 5. •
Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes, counting or other aids) number bonds up to 5 (including subtraction facts) and some number bonds to 10, including
double facts.
Numerical Patterns • Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the pattern of the counting system. • Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts, recognising when one
quantity is greater than, less than or the same as the other quantity. • Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including evens and odds, double facts and
how quantities can be distributed equally.
Understanding the World
Past and Present • Talk about the lives of the people around them and their roles in society. • Know some similarities and differences between things in the past and now,
drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class. • Understand the past through settings, characters and events encountered in books read in class and
storytelling.
People, Culture and Communities • Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction texts and maps. • Know some
similarities and differences between different religious and cultural communities in this country, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class. • Explain
some similarities and differences between life in this country and life in other countries, drawing on knowledge from stories, nonfiction texts and (when appropriate) maps.
The Natural World • Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals and plants. • Know some similarities and differences
between the natural world around them and contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class. • Understand some important
processes and changes in the natural world around them, including the seasons and changing states of matter.
Expressive Arts and Design
Creating with Materials • Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function. • Share their
creations, explaining the process they have used. • Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in narratives and stories.
Being Imaginative and Expressive • Invent, adapt and recount narratives and stories with peers and their teacher. • Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and songs. •
Perform songs, rhymes, poems and stories with others, and (when appropriate) try to move in time with music.

Reception Curriculum 2020-2021 – Topic Breakdown
Autumn 1
All About Us
1. Growth mindset
Bubble Gum
Brain
2. Part of the Party
– story
Part of the Party
3. Different families
Part of the Party
4. My home
The Bear Who
Came To Babysit
5. Helping others
The Bear Who
Came To Babysit
6. Little Red Hen –
story
Little Red Riding
Hood
7. Making choices
Little Red Riding
Hood
8. Being a good
friend
Little Red Riding
Hood

Autumn 2
Celebrate Good
Times
8. Bonfire Night
Sparks in the Sky
9. Diwali
Rama and Sita
10. Birthdays
Kippers’ Birthday
11. Birthdays
Kipper’s Birthday
12. Weddings
The Scarecrow’s
Wedding
13. Christmas
The Jolly
Christmas
Postman
14. Christmas
The Jolly
Christmas
Postman

Spring 1
Come Fly With Me

Spring 2
Rainforest Adventure

Summer 1
Blast Off

Summer 2
Ready, Steady, Grow

1. Africa
Handa’s Surprise
2. Africa
Handa’s Surprise
3. Australia
Tiddalick the Frog
4. Australia
Tiddalick the Frog
5. China
Dragons in the
City
6. China
Dragons in the
City
The Great Race

1. Rainforest
animals
We’re Roaming in
the Rainforest
2. Habitats
We’re Roaming in
the Rainforest
3. Explorers
We’re Going on a
Lion Hunt
4. Deforestation
Buddy’s
Rainforest Rescue
5. Saving the
rainforest
Buddy’s
Rainforest Rescue
6. Easter
Saving Easter

1. Whatever Next –
story
Whatever Next
2. The Moon
Whatever Next
3. Rockets
Whatever Next
4. Eid
Rameena’s
Ramadan
5. The Sun
Back to Earth
with a Bump
6. Planets
Back to Earth
with a Bump

1. Jack and the
Beanstalk – story
Jack and the
Beanstalk
2. Growing
Jack and the
Beanstalk
3. Plants
Jack and the
Beanstalk
4. Fruits and
vegetables
Oliver’s Fruit
Salad
5. Healthy eating
Oliver’s Fruit
Salad
6. Three Billy Goats
Gruff – story
Three Billy Goats
Gruff
7. Environment
Three Billy Goats
Gruff

